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Graduate school for me was a life experiment. My intentions to
become an artist never were implied until my last year as an undergraduate
when I finally decided this new direction of mine has yet to even begin.
My background was focused in freestyle skiing. I attended a rigorous ski
academy for high school where I was trained for a specific lifestyle. So
when I applied for graduate school my interests led my directives into
altering that lifestyle and ultimately discontinuing it to investigate a new
way of life.
I started with the intention of expanding my knowledge for meaning
and purpose of the art I create, and to explore new bodies of work. Over the
course of the two-year tenure I have experimented in two different genres
that include abstract surrealism and realist iconography. Though at first
seemingly unrelated, threads of symbolic self-expression and narrative have
been the main underlying theme of my work. This kind of autobiographical
work has led me to defining what exactly measures the significance of
having personal narrative in art and the relationship to working in ceramics.

Surrealism:
My earliest work explored smooth, bulbous, sensual, abstract forms
that referenced animals and humans. Ranging in scale and process my
ceramic sculptures took on various biomorphic forms. I worked intuitively,
beginning with the formal aesthetics. The work was understood as stylized,
and polished. It was focused in design and advanced technical skill.
With an autobiographical approach the work was a vehicle to express
my inner subconscious. I would render scenarios and small installations
with my forms usually in a combination with mixed media. I would depict
scenes that manifested my dreams, desires, and fantasies. Yet at the same
time the work would convey a darker undertone, stories of my troubles,
insecurities, and fears.
Drawing on these autobiographical themes, I focused within
Surrealism; its strategies provided the grounds to explore Freud’s dream
theories, Rorschach tests, and the erotic impulse. It gave me the freedom to
unapologetically work with chance and elusive objects. My aim was to
create seductive surfaces that would stir impulsions of desire and lust. I

wanted the work to be abstracted, nameless, and untamed. I didn’t believe
in definition.
However, I came to graduate school to define my art, not to
rationalize senselessness. I wanted something more tangible and readable to
the viewer. I understood that I wanted to be a contemporary artist with work
that was fresh and accessible that can activate intuition instead of vagueness.
I also wanted to create an experience or a moment in time that
referenced another dimension, place, or state of mind, but I felt the actuality
and reality of doing so was impossible. I believed the experiences of the
subconscious could not be truly manifested into sculptural form. A true
moment of experiencing something from within could only be viewed
through ones own mind; anything else was replication, a false attempt to
copy what can only exist in dreams, meditation, and visions. Therefore I
decided to shift my work.

The Era of Metaphor:
Inspired by West Coast art, work of the 60’s and 70’s “Funk
Movement” of California, and the current work of Matt Wedel, I now create
large-scale, hand built ceramic sculptures in a visually Realist style. As a
departure from Surrealist theory the work explores the notions of the

childhood experience and its realities of growing up. Such as pressures,
insecurities, and adversities as a way to pick gently at the loose threads of
the fragile downhill slide into maturity.
On one hand, my aim is to play with humor through a serio-comic
engaging experience, with life size objects that are skillfully crafted and
enlightened with colorful expressive glazes. Seemingly innocent at a first
glance, the work focuses on playful and beloved objects blown up in scale to
evoke a strong sense of wonder or curiosity, similar to the experiences of
how a child engages with the world. With the work being filtered through
an adult (myself), the work is focused less on functionality as toys or rides
and more on directing the viewer’s ability to analyze symbolism.
On the other hand, I choose to juxtapose these notions with narratives
of masculinity and the social implications of being a child, where titles,
color, and metaphor direct these underlying themes. I have chosen to
embed personal tales about the fragility of growing up and the many
insecurities and adversities of developing as a male in the American culture
and school systems.
Growing up in an American school system, I have experienced many
adversities as a child. Filled with pressures from every angle, school
systems are an extremely hard place for students with low self-esteem or any

kind of disability. Fashion, popularity, beauty, grades, sports, gender,
relationships, and much more make growing up in a contemporary academic
setting a competitive and an overbearing environment. It doesn’t help that
public school systems have overcrowded classrooms, or their curriculum
require copious amounts of homework or exams to expedite the educational
quota. The amount of time a child can actually spend being a child seems to
have diminished and replaced with an excessive overbearing responsibility
of creating a future. Especially with the economic system of America and
its unrealistic model for living, it seems we are rushed from a very young
age to build a career and start learning to survive in an unstable and
unforgiving way of life.
“My Boat” and “My Plane,” are two sculptures of a beloved ceramic
toy boat and plane that have been enlarged to the size of playground rides.
The toy boat and plane are absurdly heavy for their spring and result in them
having tipped over as if they have crashed or sank. They are humorous, but
a metaphor for insecurity and doubt as the weak spring lay limp and
vulnerable. The works are my first attempt to plumb into the depths of the
rich culling of childhood that expresses symbolic references to certain
experiences of insecurity.

Narrative:
The importance of personal narrative through metaphor and
symbolism has become a necessity in my work as it has developed into a
tool for self-awareness. The idea that working through life’s nagging
wounds and memory can lead to improve psychological and physical health.
By reconstructing moments of the past into three-dimensional form I can
begin to exercise control to situations by reframing them in humorous or
absurd ways. In a way I can re-live these experiences as I sculpt, creating
monuments that become trophies or memorabilia’s of how I have overcome
adversity.
Similar to myths and child hood tales the work expresses imperative
morals through symbolic narration depicting significant circumstances of
our world today through a personal viewpoint. My aim is to bring forth
situations otherwise overlooked, misconceived, or forgotten. I believe if the
work is a certain kind of exercise to focus on personal self-awareness and
growth that perhaps this can reflect upon others that have experienced
similar circumstances, to also fulfill a sense of betterment within ones life.
Which is the reason narrative is integral to an art world, a similar reason to
why we choose to analyze ourselves through metaphysical properties. To
investigate experiences otherwise un-surmountable to ones personal life.

Movies are an excellent example, and are the reason why people can enjoy
horror movies, drama, and action. We can live through the eyes of
superheroes, damsels in distress, soldiers, and knights on horseback, yet we
don’t have to feel their physical pain or existential weaknesses. However we
learn through their stories and become better human beings because of it.

Clay:
Since I was an undergraduate in my first ceramics class, clay has been
a medium of endless possibilities. Beginning as a potter, the material
seemed to fluidly develop through my hands. The process of making with
my hands connected me to a deeper human instinct, something primal,
outmoded with contemporary society where machines and robots have
replaced the maker. Amongst the physical gestures of creating, the process
of transformation through heat and fire has also captured my fascination.
Experimenting as a chemist with glaze formulations and watching them
transform to a glass material astounds me still.
The field of ceramics lately has become a transformative process,
which not only literally transforms as a material, but transformative in the
sense of personal growth. With every touch, scrape, and tool mark, I leave
behind expressive moments that are linked to a memory. As an investigation

of nascent self-awareness as a child, the work, and use of clay embodies the
transformative properties of change, the psychological (understanding of the
self), convictional (revision of beliefs), and behavioral (changes in lifestyle).
Therefore clay is not only a material to embody physical form, but a medium
to metaphorically link my past to present, and to reference changes from
childhood to adulthood.
As a reference to time and memory clay has a direct relationship for
most people that have come in contact with play dough, or taken any kind of
clay class or played with it at summer camp as a child. I enjoy the genuinely
positive reaction to clay, and its easily approachable character. With
ceramics as a widely used utilitarian material, I find most people to be
engaged with a sense of conformability and familiarity as something we are
used to seeing in our cabinets, or our mothers fine china collection. It is an
easily accessible material to most viewers that I believe to remain timeless,
and will continue to speak with a historical significance where story telling
and clay will always go hand in hand.

Image 1. “I Came Here Alone”

Image 2. “Seeing Clearly”

Image 3. “Nocturnal Emission”

Image 4. “My Plane and My Boat”

Image 5. “My Plane”

Image 6. “My Boat”

Image 7. “Sink or Swim”

Image 8. “Sink or Swim” Detail

Image 9. “Sticks and Stones”

Image 10. “Sticks and Stones” Detail

Image 11. “Stay Golden Ponyboy” MFA Thesis Exhibition
2014 Ceramic and Metal Arts Gallery

Image 12. “Jackass”

Image 13. “His Master’s Voice”

Image 14. “Supply and Demand”

Image 15. “A Man and His Mountain”

Image 16. “Due North”

Image 17. “His Eminence” Henry Art Gallery

Image 18. “Plays Well With Others” Henry Art Gallery

	
  

